
Light objects in glass
Instructions No. 1578

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 15 Minutes

Hanging light objects in glass are fascinating eye-catchers, which can be designed quickly by the user with little effort. The
decorative lights are manufactured in a contemporary way with LED light chain with timer function. We have put together
different designs for you here. Get inspired and make your own lights with glass, LED light chains and wire.

Hanging decorative glass "Terrarium

For the small glass, small butterflies were punched out of Paper with a Craft Punch and glued to a micro LED light chain. The
Acrylic glass eggs are pasted with Straw silk paper 

The terrarium decoration glasses are filled through the large opening first with the light chain. This is pulled together with the
hanging cord through the glass opening from the head. The light chain can be wrapped around the Cord and will later let the
light shine up to the suspension point. The Acrylic glass eggs and possibly further decorations will be filled in afterwards.

Bottle light party

Hanging bottles filled with micro-LED fairy lights are a great decorative highlight - indoors and outdoors.

Take the light chain and thread the individual lights into the bottle until the third last light is reached.

Close the bottle and attach the Jute ribbon to the bottle cap. Wrap the rest of the light chain around the Jute ribbon. and knot
it at the end to form a hanging loop 

The battery compartment can be glued to the Jute ribbon with hot glue or fixed with a knot 



Creatively designed with color and more
Choose a colour and apply it to the bottle with Paint sponge or take a Adhesive tape and stick on the parts of the bottle that
you do not want to paint 

With the Adhesive tape you will get straight edges. But you can also punch out motifs from cardboard with a Craft Punch ,
stick them on the bottle, paint over them and remove them after drying.

The glass bottles are suitable for year-round decoration. According to your wishes, they can also be decorated with Napkins,
transfer Paper, ribbons or other materials.

Luminous wire glass beads



For the glass spheres, the micro-LED light chain was wrapped with wire and formed. Alternatively, the complete ball is simply
wrapped with drawn mesh. The light chain is guided through the small opening in the glass balls. Afterwards simply hang it
up.

Must Have

VBS Glass bottles with swing top 2 pieces



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

596688 VBS Acrylic egg, 6 cm, 6 pcs. 1

706605-01 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsWhite 1

706605-02 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsIvory 1

706605-10 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsPink 1

706605-12 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsPurple 1

740708-10 VBS Decoupage adhesive100 ml 1

631808 Aluminium wire 3 mm, silver 1

766517 VBS Glass bottles with swing top 2 pieces 1

6,85 CHF
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-glass-bottles-with-swing-top-2-pieces-a148426/
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